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“In this respect the generous D. Moldovan stood out among others. Men of his stature 
mediated afterwards, in 1860, the conciliation between the two prelates for the follow-
ing four years.”1 This is how George Bariþ described, in his monumental historical 
masterpiece, the former aulic councilor Dimitrie Moldovan, a first-class Romanian 
political figure during the neo-absolutist and liberal period, who was permanently 
caught between opposing loyalties and rival groups. Married to a relative of Uni-
ate metropolitan Alexandru Şterca-Şuluþiu, he was in fact an Orthodox, and conse-
quently within the confessional influence of Andrei Şaguna and dependent on the 
latter for the appointment to various positions; as a Romanian official in Vienna, 
his loyalty was divided between the official policies of the Court and the national 
requirements from home; he maintained an ambiguous position in regard to the 
two dominant political trends that emerged beginning with 1865, activism and pas-
sivism; he disappeared from the Romanian political scene in Transylvania after his 
retirement in 1867. These are only a fraction of the many arguments which made us 
focus on this historical personality, insufficiently studied by the Romanian historiog-
raphy.2 Despite the fact that there are numerous memoirs, archival and journalistic 
references about Dimitrie Moldovan, Romanian historians have granted him only 
two small monographs, excelling more in highlighting the various sources related to 
his life, and especially to his political activity.3 All these, as well as a series of unedited 
sources found in archival collections from the District Directorates of Alba and Cluj 
Counties of the National Archives, will serve as a basis for our historical research. 
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The objective of our research is to underline the activity and the importance Moldo-
van had in shaping a political strategy within the Romanian national movement in 
Transylvania in the era of the constitutional experiment, and to tentatively describe 
the relationship this Romanian official developed with the two hierarchs and with 
the secular leaders of the nation: Vasile Ladislau Pop, George Bariþ, Iacob Bologa, 
Pavel Vasici, Ioan Raþiu, Ilie Mãcelariu etc. But, before this, a short description of 
his activity before year 1860 is required. 

Born on 16 October 1811 in Deva, in a family of tradesmen, true representa-
tives of the Romanian Transylvanian bourgeoisie, he continues the family 
tradition by graduating from the Polytechnic School in Vienna and from 

the Montanistic Academy in Schemnitz.4 An active participant in the revolution 
of 1848, he may be found in the delegation to Vienna tasked with presenting the 
National Petition to the Emperor, and afterwards, on an administrative line, as an 
alternate in the supreme committee for Hunedoara county (November 1848–Sep-
tember 1849). Hostilities having ceased, Moldovan continues his administrative 
career, becoming the civil adviser of General Adolf Kriegsau, the head of Alba Iulia 
military district. In 1854, upon the elimination of the military districts,5 he becomes 
a class I commissioner in Orãştie and a member of a constitutional committee, 
lead by the then governor of Transylvania. In 1857 he appears in the official reg-
ister of the Great Principality of Transylvania, together with other Romanian of-
ficials, among whom the most important were: Pavel Vasici, Gavril Dorgo, Andrei 
Mureşanu, Vasile Ladislau Pop, Ioan Bran de Lemeni, Paul Dunca, Iacob Bologa, 
Ioan Alduleanu, Gheorghe Anghel. The majority of these officials from the absolut-
ist period, as well as others in the forthcoming years, will constitute the administra-
tive structure of the Romanian national movement during the liberal period.

The year 1860 and the important events that began to quickly unfold in the 
Habsburg Empire as a result of the international climate6 found the majority of the 
above still in office, but also in close contact, grouped in three centers: Blaj, Braşov 
and Sibiu, each proposing a strategy for the common movement of Romanians 
with the objective of reclaiming the national rights.7 Actually, the very existence of a 
regular correspondence during 1860–67 between characters such as Paul Vasici, Ia-
cob Bologa, George Bariþ, Alexandru Şterca Şuluþiu, Andrei Şaguna, Ilie Mãcelariu, 
Vasile Ladislau Pop, Ioan Raþiu, Axente Sever, Ioan Puşcariu etc. reveals the mobi-
lization of the Romanian elite. As Simion Retegan showed, the official elite pushed 
the two bishops into the political arena, compelling them to collaborate at least on 
political-national grounds, and to set aside the confessional disputes.

In this context, the role of Dimitrie Moldovan is crucial. Known as one of the 
most competent Romanian officials of the absolutist regime, one of the confidants 
of metropolitan Şuluþiu, thanks to the family ties between them,8 as well as being fa-
miliar with bishop Şaguna, Moldovan met the requirements for a possible mediator 
between the volatile personalities of the two prelates. Therefore Iacob Bologa invites 
Moldovan to join a group which was comprised of himself, Vasici, Bran, Puşcariu, 
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and which aimed to persuade Şaguna to try to re-approach Şuluþiu.9 The events 
quickly developing in the imperial capital required swift decisions and the unifica-
tion of the divergent viewpoints, reason for which the summoning of a national 
congress became a sine qua non condition. The summoning involved the necessity 
to send a delegation to Vienna, which was to request approval for the congress, 
and explain to the Viennese authorities the grievances of the Romanian nation. At 
Şaguna’s proposal,10 ªuluþiu becomes head of a delegation that was to travel to Vi-
enna to represent the Romanian interests. The action culminates with the refusal of 
the delegation in corpore, only Şuluþiu and Popasu being received by the Emperor11 
on 10 December 1860. The only thing they manage to obtain is the verbal consent 
of the new minister Schmerling for organizing a national conference. 

Simultaneously with the Romanians’ movements, the Viennese authorities, with-
out necessarily considering the Romanian people, appoint Kemény Ferenc as the 
aulic chancellor of Transylvania. A conservative aristocrat, he will proceed to a wide 
reorganization of the Principality, mainly complying with the imperial rescript of 
21 December 1860, which provisioned equal respect for both privileged classes and 
those lacking rights until 1848. Consequently, the Aulic Chancellery was intended 
to contain 4 sections, among which a Romanian one,12 and the Gubernium was to 
welcome in its structures 3 Romanian councilors from a total of 16 and 2 secretaries 
from a total of 12. Beginning with this moment, it can be rightfully said that a true 
competition begins among the Romanians of both denomination, a competition for 
positions within the new administrative system, which proves to be overall entirely 
counterproductive. 

The first sign is given by the letter of Ioan Bran de Lemeni to Moldovan.13 Ap-
pointed by Şaguna and by a part of Sibiu’s intellectuality, Bran presents to him the 
Romanian principles that should be followed in the organization of the Aulic Chan-
cellery. The letter was intended as a signal to Şuluþiu not to accept or support in any 
way the candidacy of Gheorghe Anghel to the position of aulic councilor as a rep-
resentative of the Romanians, their friendship being well-known in Sibiu. Şuluþiu’s 
reply to Moldovan restates the will to collaborate with Şaguna and assures Bran de 
Lemeni that he had nominated neither Anghel, nor one of his three grandsons.14 
Moreover, he expresses the hope that various political leaders would not begin quar-
relling over positions, asking the bishop to appease the fervor of his underlings. In 
exchange, Şaguna sends a letter to the new chancellor, on December 19, recom-
mending Bran de Lemeni for the position of aulic councilor,15 and D. Moldovan as 
interim gubernium councilor, further stating the injustice of having appointed both 
Pop and Anghel as aulic councilors, as both were of the Uniate confession. Kemény 
replies that there was one position of councilor allocated to the Romanians and that 
it had been given to Vasile Ladislau Pop, who could not be “overlooked.”16 Conse-
quently, he asks Şaguna to send his proposals for other positions. Moldovan’s reac-
tion to this entire controversy, as a man caught between two extremes, is very clear in 
the argumentation he prepares for Şaguna: he sends Bran’s letter directly to the met-
ropolitan, and after receiving the reply, he assures the bishop of the best intentions 
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of Blaj. Moreover, diplomatically, he explains that Anghel’s appointment, in case it 
had taken place, would have happened before Şuluþiu’s arrival in Vienna. Indeed, 
according to Şuluþiu’s words, he arrived to Vienna on 8 December, and the confer-
ence of the people from Sibiu and Bran’s letter date from 7 December.17 In order to 
calm him down completely, Moldovan states Şuluþiu’s promise that all the appoint-
ments will be done “strictly in agreement with Your Excellency,” at the same time 
drawing attention to the confessional split technique practiced by Hungarians, who 
praised the Uniate and disparaged the Orthodox. Eventually, the dispute is solved 
with Ioan Popasu’s return to Sibiu, who confirms all the disavowals of the bishop 
of Blaj. Therefore, according to Vasici,18 “the old” metropolitan is anxiously awaited 
in Sibiu, and the “old” bishop regrets the impulsiveness he displayed. The desire of 
the people from Sibiu to bring Şuluþiu there is also expressed by Bologa. His plea to 
Moldovan is quite meaningful: “… I ask you and I pledge you on whatever is most 
dear to you to do everything possible so that the metropolitan from Orãştie comes 
here,”19 promising that the latter will be warmly welcomed. The meeting was neces-
sary in order to proceed with common actions towards the national conference, now 
that both Schmerling and Governor Lichtenstein were in favor of the idea. 

Simultaneously with the preparations for the conference, Moldovan receives the 
news of his appointment as secretary of the Aulic Chancellery, which raises an ethical 
question regarding the oath he is about to take. He will make his feelings public dur-
ing the conference, being even ready to give up his position as secretary.20 The reply 
will be given to him the very next day by bishop Şaguna during the opening speech 
of the third day of the conference, when he spoke of the importance of Romanians 
in public office in the new organization of the Principality. Therefore, Moldovan will 
take his oath on 22 March, assuring Bariþ that “any of us can take this oath without 
constraint.”21 But before proceeding to Vienna, Moldovan is co-opted as part of the 
20 members of the National Committee, and also among the 8 Romanian represen-
tatives in the governance conference of Alba Iulia (February 1861). The National 
Committee should have been a public Romanian institution playing the precise role 
of coordinating and making lawful the actions of the Romanian political elite. Nev-
ertheless, as it shall be seen, both its structure and representative position will be 
attacked in the future. Nevertheless, one thing is certain: the Committee reflected 
the confessional peace that the secular majority wanted to impose for safeguarding 
the national objective. The presence of only 4 clergymen and the equal proportion 
between Uniates and Orthodox among the laymen were to ensure this aspect.22

Arriving in Vienna, after being sworn in, Moldovan begins his work in the Aulic 
Chancellery, an institution he will leave only upon his retirement in 1867. Here, 
at the beginning, he coordinated his activity on the national territory with Vasile 
Ladislau Pop, his superior, and with his colleagues Ioan Puşcariu and Ioan Maior. 
It is hard to state what his attributions were. The sources are quite deficient in this 
respect. Instead, we know that Moldovan, in his new position, becomes one of the 
coordinators of the Romanian political movement in Vienna, permanently acting as 
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an advisor and as source of precious information about the possible appointments 
on various positions or directions they should follow. He was also a messenger of 
the main political leaders in Transylvania: Şuluþiu, Şaguna and Bariþ.

Actually, he permanently informed them about the necessity of constituting a 
permanent delegation to Vienna, who was to strongly support the Romanian in-
terests: summoning the diet, drawing attention to an administrative organization 
totally contrasting with the stipulations of the Diploma of October and the Pat-
ent of February, trying to persuade certain leaders like Mocioni, Şuluþiu and Bariþ 
against the idea of a general national congress.23 In his opinion, but also in Vasile 
Ladislau Pop’s opinion, supported by the political realism of Şaguna, the best way 
for Romanians was to send representatives in the Reichsrat, implying the necessity 
of convening a diet of Transylvania who was to enact the statute of the Romanian 
nation and language within the Transylvanian constitutional system. Moldovan even 
comes to make a series of nominations for the composition of the delegation: Ioan 
Popasu, Spiridon Fetti, Ioan Coste, Ioan Pipoş24 etc. 

Eventually, the numerous requests of the Romanian officials from the Aulic 
Chancellery regarding the appointment of a permanent Romanian delegation to Vi-
enna are heard and the National Committee sends Iacob Bologa, Ilie Mãcelariu and 
Dr. Ioan Raþiu. This membership having been decided on in Blaj, it is also accepted 
in Sibiu,25 and the three men will travel and arrive to Vienna after a stopover in Pest, 
on 22 June.26 But this delegation, after less than 2 weeks, will find itself in conflict 
with the Orthodox bishop, the presence of both bishops being therefore required 
once again.27 Two deputies, Iacob Bologa and Ilie Mãcelariu, return: the first partici-
pates in a council in Blaj (2 October 1861), where it is decided that Şuluþiu is to go 
to Vienna again. Şaguna is also invited, but as he declines the offer due to a “myste-
rious illness,” he also accepts that Şuluþiu should go “up there.” The moment proved 
to be very well chosen: the imperial rescript of 19 September 1861, concerning the 
summoning of the diet and the acceptance of Kemény’s resignation, the conflict 
between the interim leadership of the Chancellery and the Gubernium, the separate 
votes of the three Romanian councilors (Paul Dunca, Alexandru Lazãr and Ioan 
Alduleanu), as well as the separate votes of the aulic councilor Vasile Ladislau Pop. 
All led to postponing the summoning of the diet, but also to the crystallization of 
the Romanian requests. In the period between 8 October and 30 November 1861, 
the delegation held several conferences in Vienna, attended by the local officials, 
including Moldovan. In coordination with the meetings of the National Committee 
in Sibiu presided by Şaguna, the delegation set as an objective the appointment of a 
Romanian as president of the Aulic Chancellery. Obviously, the nominated character 
was Vasile Ladislau Pop.28

Nevertheless, the man appointed to lead this institution, essential to the Aus-
trian policies in Transylvania, was Francisc Nádásdy, seconded by Reichenstein, who 
would proceed to an administrative reorganization of Transylvania. The first step 
was to fire Mikó and to replace him with Ludovic Folliot de Crenneville (24 No-
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vember 1862). V.L. Pop becomes vice-governor, which was a great achievement 
anyway: he was the Romanian who ranked the highest in the administrative hier-
archy of the Empire. He will nevertheless be the first and the last one to do so. As 
a consequence of these changes, D. Moldovan is considered for the position left 
vacant by Pop in the Chancellery, being supported by the Gubernium. But this time, 
as revealed by the correspondence with other Romanian political figures, Moldovan 
will fall victim to the competition for positions. Likewise, if in the Şuluþiu-Anghel 
case the conflict had been general and confessional (to the advantage of the Uniate 
and to the detriment of the non-Uniate), this time the competition is intra-confes-
sional, even if Şuluþiu is also directly involved. The counter-candidate of Moldovan 
is the same Bran de Lemeni, favored by Şaguna. 

During his stay in Vienna, Nádásdy requested from Şuluþiu a list with candidates 
for various positions in the central structures of the Principality of Transylvania. 
Therefore, in his own turn, the metropolitan sent the request to Şaguna (11 Novem-
ber by the new calendar and 12/24 November), who did not reply, and therefore 
Şuluþiu himself had to also draw up a list for the Orthodox, in which Moldovan 
was proposed for the position of aulic councilor.29 Obviously, post factum, Şuluþiu 
realized Şaguna had his own list, where Bran was nominated for this position, and 
also realized the error he had committed by interfering with Şaguna’s prerogatives. 
Additional clarifications can be traced also in the correspondence of D. Moldovan 
with Vasile Ladislau Pop,30 Spiridon Fetti,31 Iacob Bologa,32 George Bariþ33 and Ilie 
Mãcelariu.34 The last two clearly name Bran as Moldovan’s competitor, even stating 
that an authentic campaign of the former for occupying the targeted position had 
been set in motion. Anyway, the event would have been insignificant if there had 
not been consequences. 

The matter of having appointed Moldovan, as well as other matters chiefly of a 
confessional nature, weakened the mutual trust of the two hierarchs more and more. 
Şuluþiu was to say that “Ş[aguna] is ambitious and when his interests are threatened, 
[he is] merciless and fanatical.” It is very possible that Şaguna’s intention to impose 
Bran de Lemeni as councilor was related to the restoration of the Orthodox metro-
politan see. The Orthodox bishop needed a trusted man in the Chancellery, someone 
with good lobbying skills. Aware of his relationship with Şuluþiu, Şaguna was not 
convinced that Moldovan could have accomplished this mission. This explanation 
is also supported by the opposition among the Uniate clergy, led by Iosif Pop-
Szilagyi and Alexandru Dobra, who did their best to ensure that the new Orthodox 
metropolitan see did not also belong to Alba Iulia.35 All these, as well as Şuluþiu’s 
incapacity to sign a convention regarding confessional relationships,36 made Şaguna 
state that “. . . the evidence of Blaj about the confraternity for Sibiu is still limited 
to empty words and promises!”37 Likewise, Şaguna’s attacks will not be directed 
only towards the Uniate hierarchy, but also against V. L. Pop, who also challenged 
Şaguna’s project.38 The events are confirmed by Ilarion Puşcariu, who states that in 
January 1862, Nádásdy asked Ioan Puşcariu, a Chancellery official, to issue a memo-
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randum proposing to the Emperor the re-establishment of the metropolitan see. 
Reichenstein (vice-chancellor) and Pop (vice-governor) came up with the idea of 
founding an Orthodox metropolitan see only in the geographic area of Transylvania, 
and therefore Şaguna asked Schmerling to take the cause from the Chancellery and 
make the necessary proposals to the Emperor39 himself. Thus, Moldovan was also 
excused of the additional competencies, managing to maintain his good relationship 
with Şaguna, as reflected by their correspondence. He will be part of all the delega-
tions Şaguna led in his actions for the restoration of the Orthodox metropolitan see, 
but became involved as little as possible in confessional matters, only to the extent 
in which this was required by the position he held.40

The confessional disputes between the two hierarchs are doubled beginning with 
the end of 1862 by a series of disagreements regarding the political action. They will 
only be briefly listed here: the matter of the national congress in 1863 (election of 
the deputies and the national program), the matter of convening another national 
congress within the political context of 1865 and the matter of the participation of 
Romanian deputies in the diet of Cluj, the Raþiu-Bariþ petition of 1866, followed 
by the death of metropolitan from Blaj41 in 1867, which extinguished the conflict. 
In this context, the attempts at a rapprochement proved to be illusory, as between 
1862 and 1863 Moldovan, as an aulic councilor, was caught up in many more politi-
cal projects. He attends the national conference in April 1863, being re-elected as a 
member of the Permanent Committee, and is part of the delegation led by Şaguna 
in order to present the conclusions of the conference to the Emperor. Likewise, the 
entire correspondence of Moldovan from this period is filled with support requests 
for various positions in the administration. Şuluþiu intervenes many times in favor 
of his nephew Iosif Şterca Şuluþiu,42 Mãcelariu asks him to facilitate the relationship 
with Reichenstein for taking up the position of gubernium councilor,43 Spiridon 
Fetti asks for support for occupying a position of secretary or official in the Aulic 
Chancellery,44 Andrei Şaguna suggests various names for the position of assessor 
with the Royal Board or for the appointment of Nicolae Popea as royalist with the 
diet in Sibiu.45

The ambiguity of his position as an imperial official is best reflected in the at-
titude Moldovan displayed towards the Romanian Diet in Sibiu. Probably at his 
request he is not appointed royalist, precisely in order to avoid the obligation to 
always be present at the debates. He followed Şuluþiu’s advice, who considered 
the Chancellery a much more important institution than the Diet.46 The constant 
presence in Sibiu would have prevented Moldovan from defending the Romanian 
interests within the Chancellery, where the truly important decisions were made.47 
Consequently, he participated in the elections and won a deputy mandate in the 
Ighiu circle of the Lower Alba county, but did not rush to attend the opening of the 
Diet, appearing only at the debates and only beginning with 7 September 1863.48 
In each plenary session of the Diet he would support the official projects proposed 
by the Gubernium and sanctioned by the Chancellery, collaborating closely with 
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the other Romanian officials (“the 7–8 men”: Pop, Mãcelariu, Alduleanu, Bologa, 
Vasici, Bran, Puşcariu) in order to speed up the Diet’s activity, incurring even more 
criticism regarding their actions.49 In the second session of 1864, Moldovan would 
not be present during the works, also owing to the fact that he was also part of the 
Reichsrat. 

The political changes of 1865 and the summoning of the Diet in Cluj again find 
Moldovan as a mediator between Şaguna, Şuluþiu and Bariþ50: he asks them to go to 
Vienna for advice on what should be done, but also because the presence of the two 
hierarchs would have given greater weight to the Romanian requests. All three de-
cline the request, which does not prevent him from giving further advice. He sends 
letters to Şuluþiu and Bariþ detailing the strategy that should be followed in the 
Diet.51 Likewise, he specifies the fact that he will not participate in the Diet, which 
already indicates his turn to a passive approach, reason for which he will support the 
petition of Bariþ and Raþiu. 

At the end of 1866, Moldovan, feeling the imminent dissolution of the Aulic 
Chancellery, asks Bariþ about the attitude the Romanian officials should adopt and 
what the nation’s interest would be.52 Practically, the same dilemma arises as in 
1860. Bariþ’s answer is identical with his reply from January 1861: it depends on 
the conscience of each one of us, admitting however that the nation needs officials.53 
Despite this ambivalent answer, Moldovan preferred to retire when the Chancellery 
was dissolved on 11 March 1867. 

From this point on on, the life and activity of Moldovan are veiled in mystery. 
The sources are scarce and filled with gaps, a fact which leads us to believe that, 
at least for a period, he disappears from the public arena. He will reappear at the 
various meetings of 187254 between passivists and activists, pleading for the partici-
pation in the elections for the Diet in Pest and demanding the reactivation of the 
Permanent Committee of 1861–63. But this time he will stand on the other side of 
the barricade, opposite his former collaborators: Vasici, Bologa, Mãcelariu etc. Fol-
lowing this episode, he will retire to his personal life, slightly discredited also by his 
vacillation between passivism and activism. 

q
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Abstract
Between Scylla and Charybdis:  

The Political Journey of Dimitrie Moldovan during 1861–1867

The main goal of this essay is to present the political activity carried out between 1860 and 1867 
by Dimitrie Moldovan, one of the most prominent figures in the Romanian national movement. 
Profoundly divided between his loyalty as a Romanian official at the Habsburg Court and his 
people’s efforts in the struggle for political and religious freedom, Moldovan finds himself in the 
position of giving advice to both Catholic and Orthodox leaders of Transylvania, but also to other 
members of the Romanian elite. His main goal was to give a sense of unity of action, regardless of 
religious dissent and personal interests.

The paper comprises two parts. First of all, based on a comprehensive literature, the historical 
context in which Moldovan carried out most of his political activity will be established. After that, 
by bringing forward some new evidence from the National Archives, we shall attempt to present 
his personal and public ties with some of the most important political figures of his time. 
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